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ABSTRACT:
In the modern era, English has been a subject that should be learned. In studying English, people need to study grammar. Grammar helps people on creating the sentence especially on writing. Clause and phrase are the parts of grammar that we learn besides a sentence. On this research, the writer analyzed about the mastery levels of adjective clauses and adjective phrases of the third year students faculty of letters Gunadarma University. The problems of this research were: how is the ability of the students on mastering adjective clauses and adjective phrases and how is the ability of the students on mastering the reducing adjective clauses into adjective phrases. The objective of this research were: to know the ability of the students on mastering adjective clause and adjective phrase, and to know the ability of the students on mastering the reducing adjective clause into adjective phrase. In this research, the writer used the descriptive quantitative method to analyze the data. The result of this research is the level of mastering both of adjective clause, adjective phrase, and reducing adjective clause into adjective phrase of the third year students faculty of letters Gunadarma University that is on the level E = failing or unsatisfactory, it means that the level of the mastery adjective clause and adjective phrase is under 60%.